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side. Mrs. Green is fond of quoting the Irish Triads, and they are often
worth quoting. She should have borne in mind that according to them
one of the ' three doors of falsehood ' is an ' angry pleading.' If this book
is necessarily a pleading, it need not have been an angry one.

GODDATID H . OrtPEN.

Tlie Latins in tlie Levant: a Hittory of Frankish Greece (1204-1566).
By WILLIAM MILLER, M.A. (London : John Murray. 1908.)

THIS book will be welcomed as the first history which is at once readable
and nearly complete of the Latin states which were established in Greece
and the Greek islands as a consequence of the fourth crusade. Almost
complete : for Crete is not included, on the two grounds that it is not yet
part of the Greek kingdom—a reason which does not appear to be
cogent—and that ' the history of Venetian Crete cannot be written till
the eighty-seven volumes of the ' Duca di Candia ' documents at Venice
are published,' a reason which is valid and sufficient. The work, which
is based on all the published documents and is abreast of recent investi-
gations, is excellently done. Notwithstanding the compression and con-
ciseness which were necessary for the treatment of the subject within
the limits of a single volume the text is always readable, and the
arrangement is admirable. The brief descriptions, in a couple of lines
or a couple of words, of the sites and monuments of Frankish Greece
may indeed cause the reader to regret that Mr. Miller did not allow him-
self more room to enlarge on the medieval castles and topography, which
he has studied so carefully.

This history definitely supersedes Finlay's chapters on the period in
his History of Greece, but of course Hopf s work remains indispensable
for special students. A great deal however in various directions has
been done since Hopf, and all the newer researches have been utilised by
Mr. Miller. The Ada Aragonensia, recently published by Finke and
containing a good many documents relating to the Catalan Grand Com-
pany, appeared too late to be consulted or mentioned, but they do not
seem to furnish very much that is new and important. Mr. Miller would
have done well to refer to Schlumberger's Sigillographie when he had
occasion to make use of the evidence of seals. Thus when he observes
that in the twelfth century the themes of Hellas and Peloponnesus were
united under a governor who was called praetor, protopraetor, or general,
he adds in a note (p. G) that izpaxTuip, TrpwroTrpairtop and crrpaT^yos
all appear on two seals cited by Lambros (in AE 'A#>Jv<u -n-tpl TO
rekos IC.T.X.). In the first place this is not correct, for irpaiTup does not
occur on either of the seals in question. The seal of Gregory has

(that is nporroTrpeTopi), and the other was read by Lambros
xai {frr)paTiyui. But, as Schlumberger observed, the

combination ITpuncmpaiiu>p KHI cnpa-njyo^ is impossible, and therefore he
rightly concluded that the restoration of Lambros was wrong.1 He
has since discovered the true legend: TrpoTu<nra.[ff «ai cn-Jpai-ryo).* The
title vpaiToip however is found on other seals. That of Eumathius
Philocales,3 /ityaA<i>£ov/« KOU TrpaiTopi EAAaSos KOI TUKcnrowrjcrov, is

1 8ig. p. 191. * See Milanges d' ArclUologie byiaxttint, p. 225. » Sig. p. 190.
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worth noticing in connexion with Mr. Miller's remarks (p. 107) as to
the title of ' duke of Athens ' and the statement of Nicephoras Gregoras
on the subject. In the metrical inscription on the seal of Leo Sguros
referred to on p. 10, 'S.yovpov must be meant for Syovpur (depending on
eV ycvoxs, so Schlumberger). In several placas the author illustrates
the corruption of Greek proper names by Franks and Italians (for
instance, pp. 22,158-9, 57G). It should be noted in regard to Negroponte
that the change of Euripos to Egripos, Gripos was made by Greek lips
and was at least as old as the ninth century, as is proved by o apxmv

Xprprov in the naval document of A.D. 902 preserved in Const. Porph.
De Gerimoniis, ii. 44, p. 657, 17. It is also to be remarked that
Stampalia should not be simply equated with Astypalaia, which it
represents. We do not imply that Mr. Miller meant to equate them
literally, but his readers might be warned that the st in the old name has
nothing to do with the st in the new. Evidently Astypalaea was locally
abbreviated to Palaia, and 's •ny(i') ITaAatav (so accented, we suppose)
became Stampalia precisely as 's rrj(v) 7roA.iv became Stambul. And, by
the way, is it not probable that the Turks got their ' Stambul' through
the Latins ?

The bibliography would have been more satisfactory, and the labour
of composing it would not have been much increased, if the dates of
publication had been given in all cases. And it is not of much use to
give a mere list of the periodicals in which the author has consulted
articles. Many articles are more important than some of the independ-
ent publications. It would be of real service to the reader, for instance,
to be informed that there is a valuable commentary by Adamantiu on the
Chronicle of Morea in the sixth volume of the AeX-rior rip irrropiio}? «u
i&vokoytKri'; iraipias (190G).

What one misses most in Mr. Miller's book is a consideration of the
connexion between the events which he records so well and the wider
issues of European politics. There is no reference to Norden's brilliant
work, which, whatever criticisms may be passed on his conclusions, has
the merit of bringing into a connected view the political and diplomatic
problems in relation to the eastern empire, which had become a distinct
and important element in the European situation since the end of the
eleventh century. Mr. Miller may properly urge the limitations of size
which he has imposed upon his work; and we only wish to point out that
he has left room for a diplomatic history of the Latin states of the Levant.
Should any one undertake that task he will find Mr. Miller's volume a
most helpful guide. No living student has more -thoroughly mastered
the details of the period. The work is as trustworthy and solid as it is
clear and pleasant to read. J. B. BUBY.

The Aldermen of the City of London. Temp. Henry ZIZ-1908. With
Notes on the Parliamentary Bcpresentation of the City, the Aldermen
and tlie Livery Companies, the Aldermanic Veto, Aldcrmanic Baronets
and Knights, dc. By A. B. BEAVEN, M.A. Published by the Cor-
poration of the City of London. (London : Eden Fisher. 1908.)

EVERTONE who has had occasion to study the history of London must
have felt the need of some cpmpendium of municipal office-holders. It
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